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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Radio Set Building
This is not a textbook. It is a book of sound, modern, practical radio designs, all of which
work well. You must not copy a design slavishly, though; you need to find out why and how
it works, and then you can experiment later on.
BROADCASTING started in Britain on
14th November 1922 when the British
Broadcasting Company, forerunner of the

present Corporation, opened its London
transmitter, '2L0'. On the following day
its Birmingham and Manchester stations
opened.

At that time there was virtually no

supply of ready-made components available and almost everyone used a home built set mostly of the crystal variety. In
the first year the number of licence holders
reached about two hundred thousand and
it was almost

1925

before the million figure

new set worked at the first try -out we were
astonished! We had a lot of fun from radio

experiments then, and it is the purpose of

this book to assist you, perhaps a newcomer to radio, to obtain the same fun
with your radio now as we did with much
cruder apparatus in the past.
Electronics is a new modern industry,
which has rapidly assumed a position of

importance in the industrial life of the
world. Its development is suffering con-

stantly from a shortage of personnel.
Apart, therefore, from the interest in radio

as a hobby it may be the passport to a

was attained. How many `unlicenced' listeners there were could not be computed !
In 1957 the total of licence holders was
around the twelve million mark.
My interest in the hobby started in 1927
when I was a boy. As a result of moving
to a new house outside London, my father
asked a friend to build us a three -valve set.
This was run from batteries and was of the

career in electronics in industry, in Government research, in the Services or the

type known as a detector and two LF.

theory, and an assumption has been made
that some theoretical knowledge is pos-

The latter were transformer coupled and
we had a loud -speaker with an enormous
horn curled over the top. The builder of
this receiver, seeing my interest, gave me a

number of spare components and some
old periodicals. I began to experiment !

It was fun in those days to try a new
circuit, perhaps to invent something different. We wound our own coils, made a
lot of our own component parts, and if a

Merchant Navy.
This book does not set out to be a text-

book teaching theory. It is a book of
sound, modern practical designs, all of
which work. In the building and operating
of them the beginner will learn much. No

great attempt has been made to explain
sessed or is being acquired in your own
reading. There is not the least need for
such knowledge, however, as any design

in this book can be built up from the
diagrams supplied with each chapter.

In radio you usually find you are not
content merely to copy a design slavishly;
you want to know why and how it works,

and to experiment with different valves

diagrams theoretical radio in
symbols
used
commonly
most the of selection a are above The
1 Fig.
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knowledge of these you must next read up

some theory. Here are details of some
sound books which will assist you:
A Beginner's Guide to Radio, F. J. Camm
(Newnes)
Radio Servicing-Theory and Practice,

Abraham Marcus (Geo. Allen and

AB CD

Unwin)

Foundations of Wireless, M. G. Scroggie,
B Sc, AMIEE (Iliffe)

There are also useful correspondence
courses run by EMI Institutes of 43 Grove
Park Road, W4, as well as evening classes at

the local Technical Colleges and Institutes

in many parts of Britain. I also suggest
that you buy a good radio periodical.
(The local public libraries usually have
radio periodicals and textbooks available.
Some library books on radio are out-of-

date and you should ask your local
librarian for one of the three books I have
suggested.)

The question of components may now
be considered. In building the prototypes

of these designs I have mainly used
components I had on hand and some of
these may no longer be manufactured.
This is unimportant as long as the electrical features are the same; the same
point applies to 'Government Surplus'
components and valves. With these some

care is needed in purchasing, but new
boxed valves are usually satisfactory.

Beware of old capacitors or resistors
and if in doubt about any part avoid it.
It is unlikely that you will find a radio
components shop in your district as these

days they are rather rare and most sales
are done by Mail Order. One of the radio
periodicals may be consulted; reliable
firms specializing in sales by post advertise

regularly. For the top -class valves and
components, not 'surplus', such as I have
used, and particularly in the short-wave

field, there are two firms of repute in
London. These are : Webb's Radio, 14

Fig. 2
Resistor Colour Code

Colour

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Grey
White

Figure
0
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

Read in the following manner :
A or body-first significant figure
B or end-second significant figure
C or spot-indicates the number of noughts following
the figures

D or other end-indicates tolerance of the resistor
Gold ± 5%
Silver ± 10
Unmarked ± 20%
e.g. A = yellow
B = purple
C = orange
D = silver
= 47,000 ohms at 10% tolerance

Soho Street, London, Wl, and Berry's
(Short Wave) Ltd, 25 High Holborn,
London, WC1.
For short-wave coils used in the short-

wave receivers described herein, Messrs
Webb's can supply the Eddystone types,
while Messrs Berry's deal in the Denco
and Raymart types. Either of these firms
will give technical assistance to you if you
deal with them, as will the two firms, The
Teletron Co. Ltd and Mullards Ltd. (I am

indebted to these firms for much help in
their respective fields of coils and valves

and I am sure you will find the same
excellent service.) The addresses are: The
Teletron Co. Ltd, 266 Nightingale Road,
London, N9. Mullard Ltd, Technical
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ing is simple. Apply the hot iron and the
solder together to the joint to be soldered,
let the solder run, take away the iron and
solder, blow on the joint to cool it and it
should be perfect. Beware of dry joints
which look good but are not. A quick tug

also be purchased. For connexions to the
mains the usual type of PVC or rubbercovered twin flex is used and this is also

will usually reveal one. In soldering cleanliness is essential. It is a good idea to keep

fun with radio, both in building and

a piece of fine sandpaper handy to clean
up joints to be soldered. For connecting up I prefer tinned copper wire, about 24
s.w.g. gauge, with insulating sleeving to
slip over it. Insulated connecting wire may

used, in single flex, for connexions to
batteries in sets which use them.

Both the Editor and I wish you lots of
experimenting with receivers, and in
using the completed set. If you have any
special queries we will be glad to answer

them if you write us c/o the publishers and
enclose a stamped, addressed envelope for
a personal reply.
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essential to have a good aerial with a
crystal set, and a good earth as well if this
is possible. At my own home, which is ten

miles from the BBC (Brookmans Park)
transmitters in North London, I can receive

both the BBC Home and Light service
with about 6 feet of wire. With 50 feet of
aerial in the loft I can obtain Home, Light
and Third, the first two at extremely loud

volume. The trouble then is that it is
difficult to separate Home from Light,
and each programme has a slight background of the other.
*

*

*

From this you see that on medium and
long waves small aerials mean good
selectivity (i.e. power to separate stations)

but small signals, whereas large aerials
give large signals but poor station separation. If you live in a country district a long

way from a BBC transmitter, and can
erect a large aerial in the open air, you
will probably get good results from the
simple receiver; but, if, like me, you live

under twenty miles from a station, for
best results you need the more selective set
shown in our second design.

Firstly, then, to build the set shown

Fig. 5. Crystal Set Wiring Diagram
Components required:
.0005 mfd. solid dielectric variable capacitor (C.2)
On -off switch

QCD 2 Coil (Osmor)
.0002 mfd. fixed capacitor (C.1.)
Germanium diode (Osram GEX 35 or Mullard OA 60)
4 terminals or 2 double mounts
Wood, wire, etc.
Tuning knob
For better selectivity Teletron HAX coil can be used.
are given with coil.

short-circuit the long -wave section of the
coil when medium waves only are required.
As some of the holes may be a little larger

theoretically in Fig. 4 with a wiring diagram in Fig. 5, you need a piece of threeply wood about 21 inches square. If you
have a particular box or cabinet to build
the set into, and this requires a slightly
larger size, it does not matter at all. You

than the drill you have available an easy
way to make them is to drill them out as
large as possible and then 'reamer' them

must drill holes for those components

up can be started; it will be found that

which are mounted on the panel; and these

remaining small items can be soldered into
place and held into position by the wiring.

are the tuning capacitor in the centre,
above and below it the `A/E' and 'Phones'
terminals or terminal mounts. If you use

the latter the terminals affixed to them
must protrude through holes to the other
side, but terminals will automatically pass

their shanks through the panel. The particular coil specified has a long -wave section and this requires an 'on -off' switch to

to size with the tang of a file or other tool.
After mounting those parts which
require fixing to the panel, the soldering -

Earlier remarks on soldering and wire to
use may be referred to here, particularly
the importance of clean joints made with
a hot iron. Avoid 'dry' joints which look
good but can be pulled apart quite easily
and beware of applying a hot soldering
iron for too long to the tags of components.

In particular do not let the iron get too
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allows splendid reception. This set is built
on a baseboard with a front panel; a piece

of five-ply wood about 3 inches square
will serve for the baseboard with a similar-

sized piece of three-ply for the panel.
Again the sizes are not critical if you have
any particular cabinet in mind. The panel
stands upright along the edge of the baseboard to which it is fixed by two or three
round -headed wood screws.

The dual capacitor used must be a type

15

screwdriver for this but a special trimming
tool or a piece of wood suitably sharpened
to a chisel -point. A large plastic knitting -

needle rubbed to a suitable shape on a
piece of glasspaper makes a very useful tool
for trimming. If there is difficulty in finding
a station, the aerial wire may be connected

temporarily to the fixed vanes of the gang
capacitor where they are connected to the
diode, when both stations will probably be
heard together. It should be easy to resolve
the tuning point of one or other, when the

with feet which can be screwed to the
baseboard, and if there are connexions
underneath it which will be difficult to
reach with a soldering iron, once it is
fixed to the board, short lengths of wire

terminal. Leaving the set so tuned, adjustment of the cores may now be carried out

should be soldered to them before fixing.
A hole at suitable height must be made in

together with any slight tuning adjustment

the panel to allow the spindle of the
capacitor to protrude through for sufficient
length to fix on the knob or dial. The `A/E'

and 'Phones' tags (or terminals) must be
fixed on either side of the panel.
Wiring -up is quite simple and the dia-

gram explains it clearly. Once it is com-

aerial may be put back on its correct
until the station comes in at maximum
volume. Careful manipulation of them
necessary should bring in both stations
separately and clearly.
If you build these crystal sets remember

that reception is entirely dependent upon

the aerial and earth in use. If these are
poor, good signals cannot be expected.
Poor signals cannot be amplified or adjusted

pleted the 'phones and aerial and earth

to make them louder. A crystal set connected to an amplifier such as the 'Small

may be connected up. The thirty pf. trimmer should be open (i.e. unscrewed) about

High Fidelity' described later makes a very

half -way and the capacitor dial slowly

reception. For 'reaching out' and for

rotated. A station should be received and
the cores of the coils may be adjusted for
maximum volume. It is best not to use a

satisfactory arrangement for local station
louder signals a valve detector is required.
A simple one -valve battery set is my next
design.

./

etc. terminals, wire, Headphones,
resistor megohm .5 R.3.
resistor fixed ohm 10,000 R.2.
leak grid megohm 2.2 R.1.
capacitor bypass mfd. 1 C.4.
capacitor fixed mfd. 0002 C.3.
capacitor variable mfd. .0001 C.2.
coil D/R type Teletron

mfd.
C.1.
jcapacitor variablevalveholder
B7G
-0005

pianel and baseboard for Wood

required: Components

Set -ValveOne 8 Fig.
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sides. If you prefer to use a complete panel
here, say 6 inches by 5 inches, there is no

objection. Each of these pieces requires

suitable holes in it at about 14 inches above
the top of the chassis to accommodate in
one case the .0005 mfd. variable capacitor,
and in the other the one of .0001 mfd.

The chassis needs a hole near the back
for the small valveholder. (For method

see Chap. 4.) If you use the solid dielectric

capacitor from, or similar to that in, the
crystal receiver, you will see that it is quite

compact. You can put your valveholder
somewhere in the centre of the chassis.
With a .0005 mfd. air -dielectric type, however, you neechmore room and have to put
the valveholder more to the rear.
The diagram makes it clear how the
chassis is constructed and also how the set
is wired up. Be very careful over the wiring -

up as an error can put the high tension

voltage on to the valve filament, destroying
it completely. After wiring-up it is a good
idea, before inserting the valve, to connect

up both HT and LT batteries and to place

LT+

a three -volt flashlamp bulb across the LT
tags on the valveholder. If it lights up all

is well. If it fails to do so or 'blows' a
careful check is needed.

You can obtain a special battery which

incorporates LT of 14 volts and HT in
one unit. If you use this you need the
special plug which goes with it, but I think
you will find it an expensive way of buying
batteries. For general experimental work
buy a fairly good-sized 14 -volt dry cell and
a standard -size HT battery of say 45 volts.
For headphone work this should be an
adequate voltage and furthermore is a
perfectly safe voltage for you to use. The
wiring checked, the valve can be inserted
and aerial, earth and 'phones connected

up. A large aerial is not really necessarytry out whatever you have available or
20 feet of wire round the picture rail or
thrown from an upstairs window.
Do not worry if you cannot make an
earth; the set should work without it, For
economy's sake there is no switch on this
hook-up. When you connect up the 14

design. next my portable, -valve two
a in components the all use can you set
-valve one your mastered Having control.
reaction suppleinentary a as act possibly
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sta- for search you Normally capacitor.
reaction the of capacity the increase
to necessary becomes it so enmeshed,
more become tuner the of vanes the As in.
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working be to it found and reaction tested

-,

having set, -valveone our to Reverting
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an secures Reaction capacitor. reaction
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the of amount The circuit. grid the into
back fed is anode the from energy that so
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the by tuned is which winding grid the
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coil D/R Teletron the on windings three
are there that 8 Fig. from see will you
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not Do 'ON'. is set the HT the and volts
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CHAPTER 4

Two Portable Receivers
You can take your choice or build both receivers.
A Two -Valve `All -Dry' Set or a Four Valve Superhet Portable are offered. Try out different aerials,
and use the metal spring of a
bed if you like! Use small components, and
large
batteries
for
economy of use in home
listening.

7IHE first portable design is for a Two-

Mullard DAF 91 and DL 94. You may use
similar types in other makes if you wish,
and your dealer will have details of

1 Valve 'All -Dry' Receiver using 1.4 volt

valves and the types suggested are the

HT+

R.3

\1/C.4-

T

1

c
R.1

C.2

t

aE

_C.7

VI

V2

C.1

I R.2 T C.6

LT+
HT-

LT-

Fig. 10 Two -Valve Portable Set

Components required:
Component
1
24 -in. loud -speaker
T.2. 1 Miniature output transformer

C.I. 1 .0005 mfd. variable capacitor
C.2. 1 .0001 mfd. variable capacitor
1 PA coil type 'range 7'
2 Valveholders B7G
C.3. 1 .0003 capacitor
R.I. 1 2 megohm resistor
C.4 1 .0002 mfd. capacitor
C.5/6 2 2 mfd. miniature capacitors
R.2 400 ohms resistor
R.3. 1 47,000 ohms resistor

Make
Celestion
(any)
(any)
(any)
Wearite
McMurdo
(any)
(any)
(any)
T.C.C.
(any)
(any)

Component

T.1. Intervalve transformer
C.7. 1 .002 mfd. capacitor
1 On -Off switch

Make

See text
(any)
(any)

Wire (Insulated connecting)
Multicore solder
Ersin
2 Knobs
Wood, screws, leatherette or other
covering
V.I. 1 Valve DAF 91
Mullard
V.2. 1 Valve DL 94
Mullard
1 1.5 volt cell
Ever -Ready
1 90 volt H.T. battery B.126
Ever -Ready

Diagram Wiring Portable -ValveTwo
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42"x6" size
As volume. and range us give to set simple
this in require we which reaction vide
pro- cannot diode A diode. the ignoring
91 DAF the of section pentode the
only use we set -valve two first this In
pentode. 94 DL the as such valve output an
into feeding amplification -frequency audio

-panel sub metal

of Top

for section pentode the and detection
for used be would diode the which in ceiver
re- of type -heterodyne super portable a
in use for designed primarily is It pentode.
a and diode a combining valve dual
a is it means which pentode' AF diode
single 'a is first The types. substitution
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a result we use the pentode as detector
with reaction, and feed its output into the
DL 94 thence to the small loud-speaker.
. This enables us to build
an extremely
compact receiver which only suffers from
the disadvantage that it needs a good aerial
for best results.
Trying out different aerials, however, is
part of the interest of using a set like this
one. At home an aerial in the loft with a
water -pipe earth will give extremely loud
signals but such an aerial might be a little

difficult to erect. Try two dozen feet of

wire round the picture rail or, perhaps, if
you are using the set in an upstairs room,
simply thrown out of the window.
Have you a metal spring to your bed ?
If so, try that as an aerial! A yard or so of
wire with a crocodile clip on the end is
connected to the aerial terminal of the set.
The clip then goes on to the bed -spring.
(Many soldiers in the Second World War,

or boys on National Service since 1945,
found that Army cots used in this way
made effective aerials.)
But I am discussing the operation of the
set before its construction! The first stage

is to obtain the components. If you are

converting the one -valve set described in
the previous chapter you will only need the
parts which are additional to those in that
set. As the 'Cabinet' forms the framework
on which the set is built, it is. essential first
to have ready the wood from which this is
to be made up. When I built this set I used
pieces of wood from an old orange box,
quite firm but light, of about three-ply
thickness, for most of the set with a couple
of thicker pieces from the end of the box
to form the top and bottom.
All dimensions are given in the diagram

and as we are going to cover the wood
when the set is finished it need not be in
first-class condition. If it is rough sandpaper it down to a fairly smooth condition
after cutting. It is pleasant to work with
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it like this and you avoid splinters. Start
by taking one of the larger pieces of thin
wood which is to form the front of the set
and drill in it the large hole for the loudspeaker, the four holes for the fixing bolts
for the speaker and the other three for
two capacitors and a switch.
I suggest elsewhere in this book various
methods of making these holes, and the
holes required for the valveholders in the
small chassis which we use in this set.
This chassis is just a piece of aluminium or
tin of the dimensions shown and has the
valveholders and coil affixed to it. These
may now all be fixed to this chassis and
the transformer screwed to the wooden
base of the set underneath the spot where
the chassis will be fixed. It may be a good

idea to do as much as possible of the
wiring under the chassis to the valve holders before it is fixed to the front panel
above the transformer. The front panel is

screwed or fixed with panel pins to the
thicker baseboard which is already carrying the transformer. This operation enables the whole set to stand up by itself
and the wiring can be started.

It is a good idea to leave the fixing of
the loud -speaker and its associated output
transformer until last. The loud-speaker is
very delicate and care must be taken not to

damage the small paper cone. Wiring

should present no difficulties. Use tinned
copper wire and sleeving or ready-made
connecting wire. Take care to avoid shortcircuits and test the LT circuit with a 3 volt bulb, as described in Chapter 3, before
connecting full HT with the valves in place.

As you will wish to use this set as a
portable model, you require the small
portable batteries specially designed for
such sets. The HT is a midget 90 -volt
battery which fits snugly in the case
behind the loud -speaker. The LT can be
a small l --volt flashlamp cell. Solder the

which
principle,
superheterodyne the
on is
valves four uses receiver This
and
-speaker.loud the through hear
can you which sound a into conversion
of processes various the undergoing valves,
four the through proceed up picks it which
signals the and chassis, the of back the
along horizontally mounted be must which
aerial rod Ferrite a is there beginning
the At end! other the to order in go and
chassis the of end one at start components
the simple; extremely is set the of building
actual The construction. set radio in
experience more have you when on later
design the to back refer to like may you
but portables, battery among place right
its in it keep to here inserted is description
The stage. this at reader the by made
be should set complicated more rather
this suggest not do I Portable. Superhet
-Valve Four a is which shown set next
the for made be can cabinet similar A
fitted. handle
plastic a or handle, carrying a for set
the of top the to fixed be can strap leather
of piece A operate. to speaker the allow
to it in made hole small a have then can
covering The covered. is cabinet the before
first wood the to stuck be can muslin
or -net curtain of piece small A
butter
cut-out. loudspeaker the over covering
some put to forget not Do cabinet. the
to it fix to inserted be to screws for edge
bottom and top each at made holes three or
two and material same the with covered
be also should back The it. protect to
varnish clear a with varnished be should
it fixing After design. -grainwood tion
imita- an has which wallpaper is covering
cabinet for material useful very A material.
suitable other or Rexine with covered be
may cabinet The panel. front the as size
same the of wood thin of piece a prepare
but stage this at back the on anything fix
not Do sides. the form to fixed be may
wood thin of pieces further Two panel.

front the of top the to pins) panel with
nailed (or screwed be may wood thick of
piece Another completed. be can cabinet
the satisfactory found and tested been
has and up wired all is set the When
-lead.HT the
in resistor -ohms 400 the through flowing
current the from obtained is which drop
voltage the by given is and `automatic'
is it set this In battery. -biasgrid -volt9
a from set battery a in obtained usually
is and -bias grid the called 94-is DL the
valve- output the of grid the to applied
voltage The 91. DAF the of filament
the for required that as same the volts,
1.4 on work they that so 'parallel' in
filament the of halves two the join shown
connexions the and filament -volt 2.8 tapped
- centre a
has 94 DL The 91. DAF the of
those from different slightly are 94 DL the
of connexions filament the that Note well.
works set your find should you properly
going that get you if and set -valve one
the on chapter the in out set as apply tion
reac- correct regarding details same The
*

*

*

important. so not
is cost units these pence few the although
LT for battery larger a use can you
Similarly costs. HT in deal great a save will
but set the from leads longer need You
home. at use for battery -volt90 capacity
larger a have you suggest I portable-so
a in as use intermittent for designed
is continuously-it used is it if long
last not will battery -volt 90 midget The
batteries. of sets two get to you
advise strongly I holidays, or camping for
out-of-doors trips occasional with time, the
of most for bed, a beside perhaps room,
your in it using of purpose dual the for
set this making are you If -speaker.loud
the above place in cell the hold they find
will you and this for (insulated) wires
solid thick Use negative. case zinc the and
positive being 'pip' brass the it, to leads
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V4

Fig. 12 Four -Valve Portable
I.1 Teletron Ferrite rod aerial
R.2.
220 k. ohms
1.2 Teletron B0.2 Osc. coil
R.3.
20 k. ohms
C.1., C.2. 0005 mfd. dual gang capacitor
R.4.
47 k. ohms
C.3. 05 mfd. capacitor
R.5.
22 k. ohms
C.4. 100 pf. capacitor
R.6.
47 k. ohms
C.5, C.10, C.15. 1 mfd. capacitor
R.9.
2.2 megohms
C.6 100 pf. capacitor.
R.10.
1 megohm
C.7, C.8. ditto
R.11.
27 megohm
C.9, C.11..005 mfd. capacitor
R.12.
47 megohm
C.12, 20 mfd. 12 v. miniature electrolytic.
R.13.
400 ohms
C.13. 600 pf. mica padder
R.8.
.5 megohm potentiometer combined with
C.14. 8 mfd. miniature electrolytic capacitor
on -off switch

T.1, T.2. Teletron miniature 465 kc. intermediate
freq. transformers
T.3 Miniature output transformer.
All capacitors etc. to be miniature types
Resistors: all watt miniature types
R.1, R. 7. 1 meg.

makes it much more sensitive and selective than the two-valver just described,
but also rather more difficult to adjust.
You will notice that whereas for the two valve set we need a fairly good aerial for
a really loud signal, in the superhet the
ferrite rod is adequate for picking up many
stations on the speaker.
At the same time the set is very compact

and uses as two of its four valves similar
types to those in the two -valve portable,
namely DAF 91 and DL 94, so that you
can in due time convert the small set into

V.1.DK 92, V.2. DF 91, V.3. DAF 91, V.4. DL 94.

All by Mullard-or equivalent types in other

makes
4 B7G valveholders. Knobs.
Batteries for HT and LT

the

superhet.

As for the adjustment

required to make the set work properly,
you will find this outlined in Chapter 13
which deals with the mains superhet. An
outdoor aerial must be pressed into service

temporarily for use on this set during the
aligning process. Some brief notes on the

way a superhet works are also given in
Chapter 13 and I suggest you read them
before attempting the construction of this
portable. As before, it should be easy to
make up a small cabinet, although there is

no reason why it could not be built into

give, to me for impossible is It panel. front
the through protrude to spindles two the
for places appropriate in holes two Drill
panel. the to chassis
the mounting before valveholders the for

holes the out cut should you and chassis,
a as mounted is metal of strip small
a which on panel front a round structed
con- is set The market. the on cabinets
portable small ready-made the of one

Diagram Wiring Portable -ValveFour 13 Fig.
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TWO PORTABLE RECEIVERS
the measurements for these in detail as
different sizes of tuning capacitor may be

used, thus giving a higher or lower position

- for the spindle hole. I suggest that the
volume control (which also combines the
on -off switch) be mounted at such a height
as to give a symmetrical layout. Components may be mounted and wired up
and for smallness and lightness the smallest

midget sizes may be utilized. Keep the
components associated with each valve
under the appropriate valveholder ; do not

allow them to be mixed with those of

other valves.
For the loud -speaker a 5 -inch diameter
model would be much preferable from the
point of view of tone, but the tiny one used
in the previous set would be quite suitable.

Incidentally, on the question of tone and

volume it must be realized that small

portables cannot, and are not intended to,
give the same output as one expects from a
large -size mains receiver. The limitations
of battery supplies are chiefly responsible,
as well as the small size of the valves. They
do give adequate volume for what is called
`personal listening'. In bed, at school or
home, at camp or by the sea they are very
useful. Certain low notes must be absent
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from the response but the distortion is
rarely discernible to the human ear and
the output is pleasant enough for listening.
*

*

*

For the superhet portable the same comments regarding batteries apply as I made
about the two-valver. The midget batteries
are intended for short -period listening
when the set is carried about. They will
not last very long if subjected to use for

long periods and should, therefore, be
confined to use when the set is 'out and
about'. Use larger batteries for home
listening if you want economy of use.
Regarding these sets it should be made
clear that the smallest components available

should be used. Tiny resistors are on the

market and a very small output transformer is also available. The two -valve
portable uses an intervalve transformer

and these are somewhat difficult to obtain

these days. You need the tiniest one
obtainable. It must be a type with four

leads having a separate primary winding.

Do not use a transformer made for

parallel -feeding only. If you have difficulty

in buying a suitable component, write to
Stern's Radio Ltd, Fleet Street, London,
EC4. This firm has them in stock.

Diagram Theoretical Receiver Battery -ValveThree 14 Fig.
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it worth while to look round your local
radio shop for some suitable valves. I
have seen HF pentodes of a suitable type
advertised in shop windows at 1 s. 9d.
They were actually brand-new surplus

`hard -board', as with the top of the chassis.
If you build your own chassis you will
eventually have to make a cabinet for the

The first item to be prepared is the

want to make your own chassis and

valves!

chassis, which is 101 in. long by 51 in.
wide and has a depth of about 11 in. In
other words it is a shallow tray and I made
the original one of plywood. The simplest

way to do this is to cut out a piece of
three-ply wood or 'hard -board' 101 in. by
51 in. for the top piece, and cut or punch
the holes in it for the valveholders.
If you have a suitable tool this will be
easy. If you have to improvise you can
draw the outlines of the holes and punch
round with an old screwdriver-tapping it
gently with a hammer-until you are able
to tap the centre of the holes right out.
This method does not leave a very clean
edge but it will not show when you have
fixed the valveholder in position.
Now you will need two pieces of five-ply
wood, size 51 in. by 11 in. each, which will
be fixed by screws, or panel pins, at each

end of the larger sheet. Finally two long
pieces, each 101 in. by 11 in., which will be
fixed along the front and back. These, by

the way, should be three-ply wood or

receiver, but this should be quite easy to
construct out of thin wood. If you do not

cabinet, you can buy both these items, plus

a suitable dial mechanism, for about 22s.
6d. I have purposely designed the set to
the size stated to enable you to use one

of these cabinet kits which make available white or brown bakelite cabinets
or polished wood ones. Details are given
with the plans, but the home-made chassis
will do just as well if you feel you do not
want the additional expense.
*

After making the chassis (or purchasing

a metal one) you can now mount the
components. On the top there are the three
valveholders, the two -gang condenser and
the type A coil. The loud -speaker also has
to be fixed, but I advise you to leave this

until last. It is delicate, and you must be
careful not to disturb or tear the paper cone.
Underneath the chassis you fix the Type

D coil (on the rear runner so that it is at
right angles to the A coil above, to minimize interaction between them) and the

home'- the With away. cut is it for place
a
where front the to bolted easily quite is
it chassis metal the have you If added. be
now can it, to fixed transformer output
the have should which -speaker, loud The

chassis. metal the for bolts and
nuts BA 6 of supply small a need you but
chassis wooden the on fixing for screws
wood small use can You runner. front the
on capacitor reaction and control, volume

tags) other 2 and tag earth (1 fixing aerial for -board tag Small
text) (see resistor with battery cycle -volt 3 or accumulator -volt 2 volts, 9 Battery GB volts, 90 Battery HT
plugs wander and flex, black and red knobs, solder, multicore wire, connecting Insulated
wire screened or cable -ax co of inches 18 About
type) (midget capacitor reaction variable mfd. .0001
loud -inch 5
desired) if smaller (or transformer with -speaker
meg. .25 at 2
ohms 22,000 ohms, 47,000 ohms, 10,000 meg., 1 meg., .5 ohms, 30,000
following: the of each 1
Resistors:
mfd. 2 at 1 mfd., 1 at 2
mfd. -002 mfd., .01 mfd., .0001 mfd., .0003 mfd., .001
following: the of each
Capacitors:
1

set) original the in PM22A (type pentode valve-output 1
set) original the in W21 (type pentodes valves-HF 2
chassis above the fit to trimmers) (with section each mfd. .0005 capacitor -gang dual 1
-pin) 5 at 1 -pin,7 at (2 valveholders 3
type) (midget switch d.p. with potentiometer ohms 50,000 1
(Teletron) D/R type coil 1
(Teletron) HF2 type coil 1
text) (see cabinet home-made 1

dial. and chassis metal with cabinet wooden or bakelite,

text)-or (see chassis wooden

1

required: Components

Set Battery -Valve Three 15B Fig.
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A 3 -VALVE RECEIVER FOR BEDSIDE OR CAMP
made chassis the easiest method is to cut

out a small baffle -board a little larger
than the speaker, say 5 inches square,
then cut a circular hole in it for the
speaker aperture, and then mount it on

the front of the chassis and fix the speaker
to it. A U-shaped piece would do just as
well and be easier to cut out and handle.
The smaller components are not fixed
to the chassis, but are held in place by the

actual soldered joints which make the
electrical contacts between them and the
fixed points.
This brings me to the question of solder-

ing, which is a 'must' in modern radio
work. Fortunately it is very simple with
an electric soldering iron (which must be
hot!) and multi -cored solder. You also
need a piece of glass-paper to put a shine
on the wire ends of components. Soldering

tags on such things as the valveholders,
and the variable capacitor, also need a
light rub over with the glass-paper before
soldering.

To fix a component, or a piece of wire,
to another, just wrap the wire -end round
the tag of the other component (or the
other wire -end) so that they are lightly
fixed together, leaving both your hands
free. Then apply the end of a coil of multi cored solder to the join with one hand and
apply the hot soldering iron with the other.

The solder will run and, provided the
points to be soldered are clean, will quickly
join them together.

Remove iron and solder-I usually blow
gently on the joint to cool it-a slight tug
to test it, and there is your joint! Beware
of 'dry joints'. They look all right but are
not really, hence the 'tug test' which will
soon expose them.
It is best to use insulated wire for wiring -

up. The filaments of battery valves are
very delicate and crossed wires, or a wrong
connexion, can easily apply high tension to
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them and possibly ruin all three valves in
the set. For this reason the wiring must be
checked and re -checked.

I have used three batteries in this set.
For filament heating the 3 -volt dry battery
already referred to, a small 90 -volt HT
battery, and a grid -bias battery of 9 volts.

I have used the latter purely on the

grounds of simplicity and cheapness. I
know that the modern practice is to get
`free' grid -bias by means of a resistor and
condenser, but the battery arrangement is
just as good, and much cheaper.
The battery connexions are made with
little lengths of flex, generally red flex for
positive leads and black for the negative.
Similarly coloured plugs can be used on
the ends for connexion purposes. There

should be room on top of the chassis,
behind the speaker, for the HT and LT
batteries, but it is as well to test the set

before it is put into the cabinet.
After completing all the wiring -up, and
seeing it is checked with the diagram,
insert the valves in the appropriate sockets.
The LT battery may then be connected up.
See if the valves are alight. If you cannot

check this connect up all three batteries
before inserting the valves and apply a
flashlamp bulb across the appropriate
sockets of each valveholder. If it 'blows'
the answer is obvious-re-check the wiring.

If it lights up all is well and you can put
the valves in.
Unscrew the trimmers on the top of the
capacitor and tune in a station at one end
of the band. Then gently screw down the

trimmers one at a time for maximum
volume. Tune in another station at the

other end of the scale and gently 'waggle'
the trimmers to see if any further adjustment is required. Leave them set at a
compromise position to give best volume
at each end of the scale.
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is resistance -capacity -coupled to another
triode which is again resistance -capacity -

coupled to a high -slope pentode which
drives the loud -speaker. The small currents

picked up by the tiny aerial are thus
detected and amplified by the first valve

and then further amplified by the two
following valves into a powerful signal.

The small chassis is of thin aluminium,
brass or even tin. Cut it to the size shown
on the diagram and bend down the flanges
at the front and back. These are for fixing

purposes, that along the front having a
small panel to which the variable condensers and switch are fitted. The valveholders are the chassis type and the holes
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CHAPTER 7

Constructing All -Mains Receivers
First we tell you something about the valves used in Mains Receivers. That is most important.
Then we stress the constant need for care when handling electricity from the mains. Follow
the Davey Drill and you will never have trouble. Read this chapter many times slowly until
you have grasped the essentials. Then we are ready for Chapter 8!

APART from the crystal set designs the

receivers described so far have used
batteries. They have suffered from the limitations of all such receivers. In the case of
1.4 -volt filament valves, relative inefficiency, which means a lack of sensitivity

to weak signals, and restricted output
power. Two -volt valves are better in these
respects but all battery valves suffer from

the fact that both filament current and
high-tension current and voltage must be

radio valves, the latter took from 4 to 6
volts at possibly 1 ampere of current each
and a three- or four -valve set had to be
run from a 6 -volt accumulator.

On the high-tension side accumulators
also were used and these, on the score of
expense, restricted both the milliamperes

of current and the voltage obtainable.
Batteries improved in performance as did
valves, so that by the late 'twenties we had
2 -volt valves which only took .25 amp. or
18 amp. each, and dry HT batteries of 108
or 120 volts at fairly reasonable prices.
Valves soon dropped to a requirement
of only 1 amp. or less at 2 volts and quite

small accumulators could be used, but
even so the cost of running a radio set
from batteries was obviously quite expensive. The development of electricity
throughout Britain resulted in a device

known as a 'mains unit' or 'HT battery

eliminator' coming on the market. This
enabled radio sets to be run from the
electric light mains, thus 'eliminating' the
battery, although the accumulator was still
necessary for heating the filaments of the
valves. Some HT mains units had an
additional 'trickle charger' by means of

which a small charge could be put into
the accumulator overnight in order to keep
the voltage up. It was not possible to heat

the filaments direct from the mains beis never entirely

steady and the filament would vibrate
slightly in sympathy with the fluctuations.

This would induce hum into the valve
which would amplify it and pass it through
the set, obliterating the signal !

Osram introduced the KL1 type of indirectly heated valve in 1926, and this was

followed by improved valves made by

most manufacturers, in 1929. The battery valve filament is a length of wire as thin as
a hair which discharges electrons when it
is heated by means of the filament current.
In the early valves they were tungsten wire
but in time were coated or compounded
with various mixtures to give an improved
electron discharge. This discharge is called
the emission from the filament, and when
a valve is old, although the filament may
not be burnt out or broken, it may become
useless because the emission is low due to

.
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CONSTRUCTING ALL -MAINS RECEIVERS
has the advantage of being instantly
recognizable by type whatever the make.

The growing need for compactness in
multi -valve apparatus has popularized

miniature valves which are to -day ousting
the larger types. Although varying voltages
for heaters are now commonly used due to

the inclusion of these heaters in a 'series
chain' rather than across a transformer
winding, the general voltage to -day for AC

mains radio and car receivers is 6.3 volts.
In addition to becoming smaller, valves
are being made of all -glass construction,
thus eliminating losses due to the bakelite

base, and single -ended, i.e. without a
top connexion. In the following designs
both types of valves are specified. It
follows that the transformers used with
them will subscribe to a 6.3 -volt heater
winding. If you enjoy experimenting with
radio, therefore, and have available 4 -volt
valves with 4 -volt heaters and transfor-

mers, there is nothing to prevent your
using them in these designs. I cannot
guarantee that the results will be entirely
satisfactory, but the basis of fun with radio
is experiment.
Most valve -makers supply lists of valves
and equivalents which will show you what
4 -volt valves you may use in place of those
specified. I would suggest, however, that
you should not try to obtain 4 -volt valves.

These are now quite out-of-date and
probably difficult to obtain, those available being for replacement purposes in old
receivers. I know that many boys have old
components, sets and valves given to them.

The purpose of this long introduction

has been to tell you something of the
valves which you use in mains receivers
and of their development. The technique
is very different from that involved in the
use of battery valves, and I feel it is worth-

while to know something of how it has
evolved. Using mains valves brings with it

the problem of overcoming mains hum;
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the higher efficiency of the valves involves
the difficulties which arise due to instabil-

ity; larger output valves mean greater
volume which needs attention to the
question of loud -speakers. Higher fidelity

of reproduction is possible and this is a
study in itself and has its own special
circuits. There is much to study, much
opportunity of experimenting and many
designs to be worked out. Those given here
are a few of the simpler ones available.
Over the whole aspect of this side of radio
work I must now give a special word to safety

precautions. The more I use electricity, the

more I am aware of its dangers, and I do urge
you to be careful constantly when handling the

mains, and the higher voltages which you
obtain from transformers connected to them.
These voltages are lethal. They CAN kill you.
Bear this in mind all the time, and do nothing

foolish such as poking about haphazardly inside
a receiver with the mains plug connected. It is

not sufficient merely to switch off-pull the

plug out of the socket always.

I know that some adjustments such as
trimming have to be carried out while the
set is working, but they do not require any
handling of the set and proper precautions
can easily be taken.

To reassure those of you who may be
worried by these cautionary words, I will
point out that all these designs and, indeed,

any others you may come across are perfectly safe provided you are aware of the
danger in mind. After twenty-five years of
experimenting in radio even now I remem-

ber it constantly. A great safety factor in
using electrical apparatus is to have a good
earth connexion, and this is valuable also

where radio is concerned. Most power
points nowadays have three -pin plugs, one

of which provides an earth, and this may

be used to earth the chassis of a set.
Certain types of sets, such as AC/DC and

AC sets where one side of the mains is
connected to the chassis, must not be
earthed on any account and aerials must
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CHAPTER 8

A Mains HT Unit for AC Mains
Now you can supply High Tension Voltage for some of your battery sets by building a Mains
HT Unit. Components are few in number and cheap to buy. Running costs are very low. Go
to itl

P -r ms unit is designed to supply high' tension voltage for battery sets such as
those already described which are designed

to run from batteries and which use
battery -type valves. This means that the
dry battery or accumulator which is used
for supplying the filament heating must
still be used, but this is not a very expensive

item and occasional replacement of a dry
battery or recharging of a 2 -volt accumulator costs but a few pence.
The advantages of a mains HT unit (and
it is only for AC mains, by the way) are
the continuous supply of a relatively high
voltage compared with a battery; the fact
that the voltage does not gradually deter-

iorate as does that of a battery, and the
very low running cost.

Components are few and quite cheap.
First of all a transformer which has three
windings, the primary tapped for varying
mains voltages between 200 and 250 and
'T.1

M.R.

two secondaries, one giving 120 volts at a
current of 40 milliamps, and another which
is a centre -tapped 10 -volt winding (at
1 amp.). This last winding we disregard in

our present design; it is for use with a
half -wave rectifier for trickle -charging
accumulators, but as it requires a couple of

meters to set it up properly, it is felt it is
outside the scope of the designs presented
in this book.
When you have more experience and
more equipment you can try out a tricklecharger using this 10 -volt winding. However, I must return to the two windings

which I intend to use. The primary is
connected so that one side of the mains is

connected to the '0' end of the winding
and the other side of the mains to the
correct tapping on the winding according

to the mains voltage. You will note a
switch for 'On -Off' purposes is interposed
in one lead. If the mains voltage does not

Choke

oHT+ I
oHT+ 2

10 V.

Fig. 19 Mains HT Unit. Theoretical Circuit
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A MAINS HT UNIT FOR AC MAINS
chassis which you can make up of wood if

you do not want to buy and work on a
metal one. It is much better to use a chassis

as so many of the components can be
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the voltage which it will allow to reach
the valve. Also in each case where we use
a resistor in this way we use a large 'bypass' capacitor. In HF circuits (i.e. before

mounted under it safely out of harm's way.
The rectifier must be mounted on top as it

the detector) we can use small paper

must have sufficient ventilation, but in
view of the low rating we are using, it
should run cool. Because of the HT on
this rectifier I made a cover to prevent
hands from brushing against it when the
HT Unit is in use. A simple cover made

After the detector, in AF circuits, we must
use larger sizes between 2 and 8 mfd. The
latter size is a useful one and electrolytic
capacities of this capacity are readily available. Do not forget with electrolytics the

from perforated zinc or expanded metal, as

used for loud -speaker frets, is adequate.
One of the bolts connecting the cover to
the chassis, if this is of wood, should be

connected to earth so that the cover is
automatically earthed by it. It would rather

defeat the purpose of the cover if this
should accidentally touch the high tension
line and become `live' The output from
the unit is connected to three sockets only;
one for negative which can have a black
`collar' and two positives with red 'collars'.

One of the positive outputs will be the
maximum voltage direct from the smooth-

capacitors of .01 to 1 mfd. capacity.

negative (marked - ' or black) must
always go to the negative HT line.

Valves require a grid -bias voltage for
the output valve and for any intermediate
low -frequency valve which there may be,
as well as for a variable -mu pentode if this
is fitted on the HF side. In battery sets this

is usually obtained from an inexpensive
grid -bias battery of 9 or 18 volt rating.
Sometimes, again, as in the set described

in Chapter 4, this bias is obtained by
inserting a resistor in the HT negative
lead and obtaining 'free' grid bias. It is not

free really, it must be deducted from the
HT+

ing choke, and the other will be through
the 2500 -ohms resistor already discussed.

For normal battery sets I use this latter
tapping -point and avoid too high an HT
voltage on the valves. Only one output
point is given as it is modern practice to
provide the intermediate points for those

Small

Set
output

LF choke

Anode

or speaker
Earth 0-.-__12.71.

valves, other than the output (which takes
the maximum HT), by means of resistors

incorporated in the set itself. These are
linked to by-pass capacitors of suitable
size and give each valve its appropriate

Anod

voltage plus stability and extra smoothing.

Output

phones
OP

HT+

If you look at the circuit of the Three Valve Set in Chapter 5 you will see that
resistors are used for dropping the voltage

eaker

Earth

to the HF pentode, and the detector
valves. The larger the resistor, the lower

'Phones

Fig. 21 Output Filter Circuit

type. DC antiquated
the than country this in general more
now are mains these as design, mains
AC an as given is It book. this in Receiver
-Mains All first our is design next The
21. Fig. in given is circuit The days.
these
to easy not are transformers
obtain
:
1
1 as
former,
the probably is arrange
to
cheapest
and simplest The transformer.
:
1
1 a or output filter resistor or choke a
use you unless mains the from supplied is
HT when them use to not careful very be
only, earphones uses which set -valve two

or one- a have you If once. at results better
in apparent be should current of supply
plentiful and voltage higher The on. switch
and socket its in plug supply power mains
the place it, to set the up connect can we
unit supply mains the completing After
supplied. be to volts HT the out working
when remembered be to has this and bias,
volts 40-50 require may however, valve,
output power mains large A HT. the from
deduction important an not is required
volts 7 to 5 the pentode output battery
small a of case the In voltage. HT total
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CHAPTER 9

A Midget AC Mains Two -Valve Receiver
Here's a midget Two -Valve Mains Set with a fine performance. With 50 feet
of aerial in the
loft you can pick up a dozen stations at loud -speaker strength without
difficulty. Don't use a
large aerial or you will have trouble in separating stations.

THIS small set is compact and selfcontained in all respects and is operated from AC mains. It is ideal for use as
a bedside receiver, or at school, because it
operates well from only a few feet of aerial.

It is not designed for use from a large
aerial but I received a dozen stations at

loud -speaker strength trying the set out
with 50 feet of aerial housed in the loft.

As it is so small, with only one tuned
circuit, it is not suitable for use with such

a large aerial as it becomes unselective
and it is difficult to separate the stations.
The two valves used are of the type
R.6

ffR FC

C.1

+

6

+

son_

C.9

Chassis

MR

L

NOTE : Chassis is connected to one side
of Mains. DO NOT EARTH

6.3v

C.10

-L-0

A.C.

mains

Fig. 22 Theoretical Diagram
Midget AC Mains Two -Valve Set
Components required:

M.R.

V1/V2. 2 EF. 50 valves
2 B9G valveholders (aqd clips)

T.1.

RFC.

T.2.

Coil.
C.1.

1 Teletron. D/R coil t'
1 Teletron RFC 4 HF. Choke
-001 mfd. fixed capacitor

C.2. -^0005 mfd. midget solid dielectric capacitor
(variable)
C.3.
.0001 mfd. midget solid dielectric capacitor 1
(variable)
C.4. '10,0001 mfd. fixed capacitor

C.5. C.9. C.10. Each 8 mfd. electrolytic capacitor

(3 in all or 1 double 8 x 8 and

C.6.
C.7.
C.8.

one
single 8 mfd.)
.005 mfd. fixed capacitor A 50 mfd. electrolytic capacitor 12 volt working
002 mfd. fixed capacitor -

Metal recti er Selenium tyne 230 y. 30
Small output transformer: highest ratio *"

m/es.

obtainable
Heater transformer: output 6.3 volts 1 amp. "'
Input to match mains

R.I.
.25 megohm, watt -"
R.2.
100,000 ghms, 4 watt
R.3.
22,000
R.4.
1 megohm,
R.5. 150 ohms, R.6.
5,000 ohms, 1
R.7. .400 o
Metal chassis (or foil -covered wood): front panel
Midget 21 -inch loud -speaker
-

Wirergoldef; flex as required, knobs, on -off switch
(250 y. 1 amp. type)

which valves only the are These amp. 0.3
of current a at volts 6.3 of voltage heater
a require they and VR91 designation
the under surplus' 'government as cheaply

very available are valves These sets.
short-wave or receivers television in used
especially is and pentode -frequency high
a as described is which EF50, as known

Diagram Wiring 23B Fig.

here mounted Panel
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V.2 to3'on
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T2
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thro'
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3

WKS"

C.7

Size

T.2 of side
mains to
Connect

A"%
C.10

C.9
ps clam

with Fixed

0.
4;?
7t,

solderer/tor-

f21.- I I

bolt 6,ing

MR on Black

Wed)

Valveholders and Transformer Filament Carries Chassis of Top

Panel Diagram Wiring 23A Fig.
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to

T.2 to

aerial
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0

coir

here chassis Fix

toC4

T.1

to

Fixed

0 speaker Loud
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A MIDGET AC MAINS TWO -VALVE RECEIVER 43
can be used in the set. There are similar
types of 6.3 -volt valves available that are
known as SP61 but these are not suitable
as they consume 1 amp. of current each
and this is too heavy for the midget type
of mains transformer used.
Fig. 22 gives the theoretical diagram and

advantage because EF50 valves have a

habit of springing out of their valve holders. In the original set I used clips
which fitted over the tops of the valves and,
for the sake of the low cost, these clips are
well worth while.
The front panel of thin plywood needs a

the wiring is given in Fig. 23.

hole in it for the speaker and this can be

Aluminium Chassis

cut in the same way as those for the valve holders. Two small holes will also have to

The first job is to make up the small
chassis and panel on which the set is built.
I have used this method of construction as

it is the simplest form for beginners and
obviates a lot of metal -work which all -

chassis construction would entail. The
small chassis used is made of a piece of
aluminium. Thin copper or brass could be
used if either is available.
A flange has to be made along the front
of the chassis to attach it to the panel but

before this is done the two holes for the
valveholders should be cut. The easiest
way to do this is to mark them out with

pencil or a large nail and then to cut
round the marks with an old chisel, or
screwdriver and hammer. Lay the metal on

a block of wood on the floor to do this,
as mother will not be pleased if you do it

be made in it for mounting the variable

condensers and there will have to be
further holes made in the chassis for fixing
the components. This is accomplished with

6 BA nuts and bolts. The metal rectifier
is provided with a nut and bolt for fixing
it in an upright position. Keep it near to

the back of the chassis for ventilation
purposes. The electrolytic condensers used
can consist of three separate condensers or

may be one double type, plus a further
single one.

The HT circuit employs a half -wave
selenium rectifier and no transformer is
used between it and the mains. This means
that one side of the mains is connected to
the chassis, so it is important that the set
should not be handled or adjusted while it
is switched on.

on the kitchen- or dining -room table!
Having cut round the marks which you
have drawn, knock out the centres and, if
necessary, clean up the inside edges with a
file. If this work has buckled the metal a
little it can be gently hammered flat again.

To be absolutely safe, a cabinet should
be used. An earth must not be connected
to the receiver for the same reason. This
method of obtaining HT is fully in accord

The flange can be made by bending the

already outlined, is taken. The grub -screws
of the knobs must also be sunk well below
the level of the knob so that the fingers do
not come into contact with them.
A small cabinet can easily be constructed
from odd scraps of wood to enclose the set

metal down with pliers and finally tapping
it out at right angles along the edge of the
bench, or even the back -door step. There

are two types of valveholders for EF50
valves-ceramic and paxolin. Either type
can be used in the set but the paxolin are

with modern practice and there is no
particular danger in it so long as the care,

completely. If you cannot carry out the

cheaper and quite suitable. They have the
advantage of a centre clip which fits into
an indentation in the spigot of the valve

carpentry sufficiently well to justify painting, or staining and polishing, the cabinet

and holds it firmly in place. This is an

plastic material afterwards.

can easily be covered with leatherette or

-speaker loud -inch 5
A/HF. and A/D use
text) (see wanted waves long If coil. Intervalve
as used be may coil D/R the converted being
is set battery If HF2. Intervalve HF2. Aerial Coils,
8A B type 3 Valveholders:
equivalent)
or (Mullard EL41 V.3. EF40, V.2, EF41, V.1. Valves:
m/a. 50 volt. 250 rectifier metal Selenium MR.
amp. 1.5 volt 6.3 transformer Filament Tr.2.
size) (midget
ohms 3 to EL41 match to transformer Output Tr.1.
ohms 100 R.11.
watt 6 wirewound k. 2 R.10.
ohms 200 R.9.
meg. .5
R.B.
meg. .5
R.7.
k. 100
R.6.
k. 47
R.S.
meg. 5
R.4.
switch) (with variable k. 10
R.3.

A.C.mains

ohms 100
R.2.
thousand) 47 (i.e. 47k. R.1.
=thousand) =kilo (k ohms in values
types) watt .1 (All Resistors:
control)

tone variable re. text see (but fixed 005
mfd. 8
capacity double a be electrolytic-may mfd. 8
electrolytic volt 25 mfd. 25
fixed 1
electrolytic mfd. 8
fixed .0001
fixed 1
fixed 1

C.13.
C.12.
C.11.
C.10
C.9.
C.B.

C.7.
C.6.
C.S.

fixed .1
C.4.
.0005 variable -gang dual C.2/C.3
fixed .001
C.1.
volt 350 all mfd.) in (values Capacitors:
text Cabinet-see
text Chassis-see
required: Components

Mains AC for Receiver Portable -ValveThree 24 Fig.

SY4

T2
R.11

MR

same the uses and 5 Chapter in described
set battery the of version mains a is This
anywhere. signals good give will aerial
-out''throw short the supply a such into
plugged be can it as long as but supply,

mains AC an on used be to designed is
it because out-of-doors used be cannot It
required. as room to room from around
moved be can and light and small is it
because receiver portable a called is THIS

carefully. instructions the
follow and speaker -inch 5 midget a Use aerial. -out' 'throw short a with room to room from
around moved be can It home. the in useful very clearly is Set Mains Portable light small, A
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for Receiver Portable
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CHAPTER

A 3 -VALVE PORTABLE RECEIVER FOR AC MAINS
basic components plus additional ones
required for the mains operation.
This means that you are able by merely
obtaining new mains valves plus the additional components for AC conversion to
make up a very useful AC set. There is one
point here which is fairly important. For
the description of the battery receiver in

Chapter 5, a midget 2f -inch speaker is
specified. Such a speaker can be used in a

battery set which has a comparatively
small output (about 5 watt at maximum
HT) but is too small for a mains output
pentode which will give an output of over
4 watts.
Naturally we cannot use this large out-

put in a small receiver, but the volume
might be turned up fairly high by accident,
and would destroy such a small speaker as
that shown. So, whilst its power -handling

capacity is not 4 watts either, it is preferable to use a 5 -inch speaker in the mains
receiver as it is more robust and will
handle a larger output more satisfactorily.
The larger speaker will give rather better
quality of output than the midget. On the
subject of quality it must be remembered
that these small sets cannot be expected to
give a 'high fidelity' output. Broadly
speaking the larger the loud -speaker and
associated equipment, the better the reproduction. These small sets are extremely
sensitive and receive signals on only a few

feet of aerial wire. They are light and
portable and as long as the loud -speaker is

not overloaded by turning up the volume
too high, they will, thanks to the modern
valves and straightforward design, give
extremely pleasant results from a number
of stations.
The design for a battery version shows a
wooden chassis which could be made up in
accordance with the instructions given. A
metal chassis could be used and this could
be purchased with the cabinet kit referred
to in the chapter. The cabinet kit consists

45
of the cabinet, tuning dial and components

associated with it and the metal chassis.
In the case of the present design for mains
working, whilst the wooden chassis in the

battery version is adequate for battery
valves, the higher efficiency of the mains
valves means that we must have a metal
chassis for better screening.
So, unless you want to go to the expense
of buying one, the wooden chassis must be
covered with metal foil. There are aluminium foils on the market which are sold for

cooking purposes. The one I used was
obtained at a stationers' shop and is called

`Mirap'. A half-crown packet will give
enough foil to cover several chassis.
Simply make the wooden chassis as described in the earlier chapter and then stick

the metal foil all over the topside of it. It
is quite simple to cut a piece of foil roughly

to size for top and sides with a pair of
sharp scissors, coat the chassis top and
sides with liquid glue, lay the foil on it
gently rubbing it flat and turning it down
over the edges, snipping out the corners, as

necessary, with the scissors. Trim away
unrequired overlap and allow to dry. You
will find it quicker and easier to cover it
than reading here how it is done.

Mount the components on top of the
chassis in the positions shown, and also
those which are fixed below the chassis.
The coil type D/R is mounted on the rear
runner so that in this way the two coils
have their axes at right angles. Note that
in the mains version we do not use the
reaction winding and 0001 mfd. reaction
capacitor. The higher efficiency of the
mains valves provides adequate volume
and sensitivity without reaction.

If you have purchased the cabinet kit
with a metal chassis you will find there are
three holes in the front runner which have

to be used in some way otherwise the
appearance of the set will be spoiled.
Looking at the front of the set, the hole

holders valve on
8 st I pins to

bracket

Chassis of Top 25B Fig.
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A 3 -VALVE PORTABLE RECEIVER FOR AC MAINS
on the right will be occupied by the tuning

mechanism and the centre one by the
volume -control plus switch combination.

.

For the other there are two alternatives;
you can either use dual -range coils type
A/HF which give both medium and long
waves, or you can have the variable tone
control which is shown. The set as described is for medium wavebands only and
it is my usual practice only to design and
build sets for this waveband.

47

a long screw at each end clamping them

tightly in place. A rubber 'grommet'
placed in each hole is a nice refinement with

a metal chassis, where wires have to pass
from the top of the chassis to the underside
and also prevents the chafing of the wire
against the edge of the metal with resultant
damage to the insulation and consequent
short-circuit. With the wooden chassis the
grommets are not needed.

As I live in the Outer London area, I
find that an excellent service is provided by
the medium wave stations and I never use
the long waveband. I know that in some
areas of Britain it is difficult to receive the

Light programme on other than the long
waveband, and if this is normal where you

live, it would be better for you to buy
A/HF dual -range coils with a 2 -pole -2 -way

wavechange switch. This switch will then

occupy the spare hole and complete the
three. The inset diagram shows the wiring

for this. In my set, of which the main
diagram shows the wiring, the coils are
for medium waves only. I have used a
variable tone control of which the wiring
is shown. In my set I used a tuning mechanism which I had on hand and this made
the tuning knob come in the centre instead

The small transformer on the top of the
chassis supplies 6.3 volts for the heaters of
the three valves. If the particular dial you
use incorporated a dial light, the bulb for
it can also be run off this supply. There is

a dial light tapping at 4 volts on many
transformers. On the HT side the metal
rectifier is connected directly to one side
of the mains, the other side of the mains
being connected to chassis. After rectification, the metal rectifier delivers the positive voltage and the chassis is negative. As

mentioned elsewhere the fact that the
chassis is in direct contact with the mains

makes care in handling the set essential
and you must use a cabinet for it.
If you do not obtain a bakelite one, it is

easy to make one up from odd pieces of

of to one side. I have, therefore, placed
the other two components on either side
of it to make a symmetrical layout. This
is a minor point, though, and you can do

wood and cover it with leatherette

mechanism.

7.

the same if you use a different dial
Below the chassis it is advisable to
anchor the large electrolytic capacitors to
the chassis and not to trust to the wiring
to hold them in place. Suitable clamps for
this can be purchased for a few pence or

can easily be made from odd scraps of
metal. In my own case, it being a wooden
chassis which I have used, I have simply

held the electrolytics to it by a strip of
wood placed across the four of them with

Of

decorative paper. If paper is used it should
be varnished for protection. The question
of cabinets, knobs, and grub screws for
sets of this type was discussed in Chapter

Wiring -up must be done carefully;

soldered joints with insulated connecting
wire are essential.
When the set is completed check over
again before inserting the valves. Incidentally, the loud -speaker may cause a
little difficulty in mounting. With the metal

chassis it is easy-there is a metal cut-out
to which it must be bolted. On the wooden
chassis it is necessary to make a bracket or
brackets to mount it just at the edge of the

pleasure. much you
give should and set useful and attractive
very a is It receiver. little splendid this
with success great have you hope I stances.
circum- any in chassis the to connected
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working a adjusting when pocket a in hand one
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touch to or parts 'live' any touch to not taken
be to have will care that so cabinet the of out
chassis the with it do to necessary also is It
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CHAPTER 11

A Simple High -Fidelity Amplifier
An amplifier is a standard piece of equipment for the Home Constructor.
The Davey Amplifier
is a high-fidelity job which can be built at very reasonable cost. The design
is straightforward
and absolutely safe in every way.

..

A PART from its obvious use for reproduction of gramophone records with

the aid of a Tick -up', an amplifier is a
standard piece of equipment to which a

detector stage or radio -frequency amplifier

and detector may be attached to form a
complete radio set. Radio 'fans' will have

noticed that the low -frequency amplifying

Tr.2

AC

ry

Tr.1

Earth.
Fig. 26 A Simple Fidelity Amplifier
Components required:
RESISTORS:

V.R.1. .5 megohm variable
R.I. 10,000 ohms (4 watt)
R.2.
I megohm (4 watt)
R.3.
R.4.
R.S.
R.6
R.7

5,000 ohms (-1 watt)
25 megohm (4- watt)

R.B.

10,000 ohms (4
100 ohms
(1

100 ohms

(4

C.B.

22 megohm (4
(1
(1

(3

3 Octal valveholders
2 double socket -mounts

LFC. 10/30 henry LF choke to carry 100 m/amps.
Loud-speakerI

C.3.
C.4.
C.S.
C.6.
C.7.

1,000 ohms (4 watt)

)))
R.9.
R.10. 100 ohms
))
R.11. 250 ohms
R.12. 1,000 ohms
)
V.R.2. 5,000 ohms variable

Chassis

CAPACITORS:
C.1.
C.2.

see text

C.9.

1 mfd. fixed
50 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic
5 mfd. fixed
1 mfd. fixed
50 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic
8 mfd. 350
8 mfd. 350
16 mfd. 450
.02 mfd. 450 volt fixed

VALVES:

V.1: 6J7G, V.2: 6V6G, V.3: 5Z4G
Tr.1 : Mains transformer 250-0-250 volt. 5 volt 1 amp.
6.3 volt 2 amp.
Tr.2: Output transformer to match 6V6 valve and
loud -speaker (but see text)

On -off switch (separate switch used to
avoid running mains wiring among

components)
Octal screened top -cap connector
Flex, wire, etc., knobs

to flex 'feedback' the for positions suitable
in holes two need will you and panels
socket the for spaces small out cut to have
you sides the At control. volume the and
switch -off on the for chassis the of front
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-casedcardboard -type double one and hole
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well. be should all and over them Change
transformer. the on round way wrong the
connected being leads the to due feedback
'negative' of instead 'positive' obtaining
are you because is it howl loud a get
and time first the this do you If winding.
-resistance low the of side each on one clip
easily can you and flex the of end free each
to clip' 'crocodile a fix to be would way
best The it. to connect can you which lead
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A SIMPLE HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
the loud -speaker and for the mains lead.
The hole for the latter should have a small
rubber grommet to avoid chafing the flex.

Having mounted all the components,
the wiring may now be easily and quickly

carried out-general hints for doing this
have been given elsewhere. The 5 -volt
winding is connected to the rectifier valveholder with a small piece of flex and a
similar piece runs from the 6.3 -volt winding to the 6V6 valveholder. Between this

valveholder and that for the 6J7 there is
no need to use flex for the heater winding;
ordinary wiring is used here. Note that a
bare piece of thick wire is taken the length

of the chassis from the earth terminal to
the connecting bolt on the LS socket panel.

This makes a very useful point to which
most of the earth return connexions may
conveniently be made.

Take particular care with the connexions

to the 6V6 valve. The resistor used for
auto -bias has the special value of 240
ohms, and the grid of the valve is joined to
the junction of the coupling condenser and
grid -leak (C4/R7). The R7 end of the grid leak is connected to the adjacent earth wire.

The wiring diagram shows the output
transformer mounted on the top of the
chassis, but it can be on the speaker itself.
This, as already mentioned, is unimportant; if you are buying both, I recommend
buying a separate transformer and mounting it on the chassis. Buy as good a one as

you can afford. The same applies to the
loud -speaker. This amplifier deserves a
really good reproducer; these are expensive but it is worthwhile to pay £5 or £6
for one such as the WB 'Stentorian' or
Goodmans types.
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make up the 8 -inch. This, with the chassis
suggested, will give a very satisfactory
result, with volume and, especially, quality,
rather better than with the 5 -inch speaker
specified for the midget portable. When
purchasing components, simply omit the
5 -inch speaker specified, and obtain the
larger one of whatever size is needed. Also
buy an output transformer of larger size
than the specified midget component.
Mount the loud -speaker over the cut-out

space for it in the cabinet you have, and
the output transformer can then be fixed
to the chassis at about the spot where the
speaker would have been fixed in the

midget set. Keep the iron core of the
output transformer at right angles to that
of the filament transformer. The two
secondary terminals can then be connected

to the speech coil terminals on the loudspeaker with two pieces of flex.

This particular set, you will see from
Fig. 22, has a metal rectifier connected
direct to one side of the mains and you
should carefully note the precautions
referred to in the text regarding this set.
If by any chance you live in one of the
few remaining direct current (DC) areas
still left in Britain, you will not require
either a transformer or a rectifier and can

use an AC/DC or 'Universal' design.
These sets are made to operate with a
resistor in circuit to drop the mains voltage
to that required by the valve heaters,
instead of using a transformer, as in our
design. A metal rectifier is incorporated in
them (but does not function on DC) so
that the set may be used equally well on
AC mains should its owner move to an
AC district or the current be changed. If
you require an AC/DC design, I suggest
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you study the radio periodicals closely for
an advertisement for a kit of parts for such
a receiver and purchase that. The need for
sets for use on DC to -day is so relatively
small that I do not feel that the inclusion
of a special design in this book is warranted. For AC use only I think the design

given is the better by far as it avoids

entirely troubles caused by dissipation of
heat or breakdown of the dropping
resistor.

A very good and economical

high -

quality receiver can be built up by anyone
living in the service area of a BBC station
by using the quality amplifier described in
the last chapter and feeding it on the radio
side by the selective crystal receiver shown
in Chapter 2. There is no doubt that in an
area of sufficiently good reception to work
this scheme the single -tuned circuit crystal
set would not be selective enough, but you

can try it if you have one at hand. Pass
the output from the crystal set into the
amplifier, making sure the leads are the
correct way round, that is to say the lead
connected to the earth side of the crystal

set must go to the earth side of the
amplifier. The lead from the diode goes to

the grid side of the amplifier.
At a distance of seven miles from the
BBC Brookmans Park transmitters, I use,
at my own home, a combination of this
nature with more than adequate volume
and beautiful quality.
My next design is the largest set in this
book and is a simple all -mains superhet
receiver which will give results equal to
any similar commercial receiver on the
market and yet is cheap to build and very
economical to run.
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Fig. 28 Supersonic Heterodyne Receiver
Components required:
CAPACITORS:

C.1, C.2, C.17, C.20-01 mfd.
C.4, C.8-0005 mfd. variable.
C.5, C.7, C.6, C.13, C.14-1 mfd.
C.9, 100 pfd.
C.10, 150 pfd. C.24, 100 pfd.
C.15, C.16, 100 pfd.
C.18, 25 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic
C.19, 50 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic
C.21, .005 mfd.
C.22, 8 mfd. 350 volt electrolytic

C.23, 16 mfd.
C.3, C.I1, C.12, and unmarked trimmers all in coil pack
V.1, 6K8; V.2, 6K7, 697; V.4, 6V6; V.5, 5Z4
Coils = Osmor B.2 (L and M Coilpack), pre -aligned

T1 and T2 = Osmor 465K/C I.F. transformers, pre aligned

T3 = Output transformer to match LS & 6V6
T4 = Mains transformer, 250-0-250 volt, 5 volt and
6.3 volt, 2 amp.
LF Choke: 10-30 henries
Loud -speaker (8 in. or 10 in.) (with output Trans. T.3
attd.): Chassis: 5 Octal valve -holders, wire etc.,
Dial assembly

aerial is fed straight into the 6K8 mixer
valve. In some the signal is amplified at
signal frequency by one or two high frequency stages before conversion into
the IF by the frequency -changer valve.
These signal frequency circuits have to
be tuned, and their initial adjustment can
be very complicated. The actual building

RESISTORS:
R.1, 10 k.
R.2, R.6, R.7, R.5, R.9, 47 k
R.3, 100 k.
R.4, 300 ohms
R.8, 300 ohms
R.10, 1 meg.
R.11, 5 meg. variable (with switch)
R.12, 3 k.
R.13, R.17, 1 meg.
R.14, 25 meg.
12.15, 5 meg.
R.16, 240 ohms.
Coils can be obtained from Osmor Radio Products
Ltd, S. Croydon, Surrey; pre -alignment must be
requested. Osmor can supply chassis and many other
components.

objection to a wooden one covered with
foil, if preferred. The holes for the valve holders must be drilled out and if you use
a metal chassis the proper chassis -cutting
tool would be a useful acquisition. Other-

wise you can probably arrange for the

of a superhet as described here is very

retailer to drill it to your specification.
The wooden one is cut out easily with a
fretsaw, or by drilling round the edges of

straightforward as the valves follow each

the holes with a hand drill, knocking out

other in logical sequence round the chassis.
This must be prepared first and there is no

the centre -pieces and cleaning up the edges

with a file or sandpaper. If you fit the

wire. insulated be should It it. to connected be must `G') to 'A' (from ± marked components All chassis. the of end
other the at -board tag to choke from chassis the across run be must busbar positive HT An valveholders. tive
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5 -VALVE SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE RECEIVER
valveholders over the top of the holes the
edges, if untidy, will not show. Normally,
where holes are specially cut for them in a
metal chassis, valveholders are fitted below

the chassis. The valveholders and mains
transformer can be fitted on top with the
variable capacitor and IF transformers.
Below the chassis on the front runner is
fitted the volume control which combines
the switch with it. The dial assembly can
be fitted last so as to avoid any damage to
it. Symmetrically on the other side of the
front runner from the volume control the
coil -pack is fixed, and beneath the chassis

the only large items requiring to be
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Once you are satisfied that the set is in
order it may be plugged into the power
and the switch operated. Turn to medium
waves (the coil pack tunes to medium and

long wavebands) and tune to the BBC
Light Programme. If your dial is one
marked in stations you should hear this
programme easily at the correct spot.

The medium wave trimmers may be
adjusted very gently for maximum volume
and if the stations are well off the markings
on a marked dial the core of the aerial coil
may be adjusted gently. On an unmarked

dial this is not so important. Do not,
however, go over the set moving or

anchored are the electrolytic capacitors. I
have assumed that the output transformer
is purchased already fixed to the speaker.
All that remains to be done now is the
wiring -up. The first job to do then is to fix

adjusting any other cores or trimmers.

the earth `busbar' of thick plain tinned

marking. On either band, I emphasize you
must not touch anything but the two trim-

copper wire which goes round the set. All
connexions to earth go to this, rather than
to the chassis, and this avoids any chance
of instability being set up by HF currents
running around the chassis. A similar 'bus-

bar' is run round the set on the HT side.

HT to the various valves

is

thus fed

through the various decoupling resistors.
Some set builders like to put all resistors
and capacitors on little tag -boards which

are fixed around the chassis and from
which connexions are made to the various
valves and other components as required.
I think this method allows too much stray
wiring and I prefer direct connexion of the
smaller components between the two 'bus bars' and their other associated parts.

Wiring is simple enough and I advise

you to keep it short and avoid shortcircuits between adjacent wires. Use insulated connecting wire or tinned copper

wire with insulated sleeving. Do make

really good soldered joints and after
wiring, check all connexions very carefully.

Again, when tuned to the long waves, the

two trimmers may be tried gently for
maximum volume and the aerial coil core,

if need be, to move to the correct dial
mers and, maybe, the aerial cores. All
these must be treated very gently.

The makers of the coils are, like most
manufacturers of products for the home
radio constructor, very helpful to you. If
you have trouble with the tuning coils or
IF transformers, write to Messrs Osmor
Radio Products Ltd, 418 Brighton Road,
South Croydon, Surrey. (They are not
the only makers whose pre -aligned coil-

packs are available, but I recommend
them.)

Make sure that the pack is pre -aligned
and buy the same maker's IF transformers

so that all the items match each other.
The Osmor pack I used does not embody
Short Waves as it is essential to employ
apparatus to align it properly. If you have
this, and can use it, there is no reason
why you should not use the Three- Wave
Coil -Pack.

Short Waves are a special

branch of Radio Construction and the next
chapter tells you something about them.
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Fix slow-motion dial
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Fig. 31 One -Valve Short -Wave Set.
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That is the fascination of Short Waves,
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Raymart. or Eddystone Denco, as brands
such in available are these and used are
coils Plug-in cheaply. and easily very build
can you which Set Battery -Valve One a is
Waves Short for design first The station.
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Panel from back
Cover back with
aluminium foil or
use metal panel

2"

Fixing hole for reaction condenser
must be bushed if panel is metal-

CV

Co

Fixing hole for
on -off switch

, or foil cut away as fixing nut of
00015 reaction condensermust not

contact foil unless capacitor is a

type with insulated stator.

Fix here

Chassis
turned down

+LS - Earth Aerial
Fixed

vanes C2 Moving

HT+

vanes

GB+

Connections are

for Eddystone

HT

coils,- other

LT- <
LT+ -<

makes need diperent bases and

V

via switch

Moving
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GB
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R2

to
chassis

vanes, CJ

connections
Chassis: 9in.x6in.

Metal, or wood
covered with

R.3

Underside of chassis

i

Panel here

foil.

Fig. 33 All -Wave Receiver. Wiring Diagram

who have more experience. Also, it is
inexpensive to build, economical in its
current requirements, and the components

are easily obtainable at any local radio
shop.
The theoretical circuit diagram has been

drawn for you in Fig. 32. The wiring
diagrams are of the battery set only, as the

mains set would have exactly the same
layout, and those readers who are sufficiently advanced to try all -mains working,
should find it quite easy to wire up and add
the additional components from the details
given in the theoretical diagram.
A compromise has been made between

panel and baseboard and chassis construction. A panel is used but the baseboard is
raised about 3 inches by means of a runner
at the rear. The necessary holes for valve -

holders and coil holders are cut with a
pad -saw or fret -saw. If you have neither
of these you can make large holes quite
successfully by marking the circles you
wish to remove and then drilling a series
of holes all round them. You then remove
the centre piece by knocking it out with a

light hammer and finish by cleaning up
with a file or sandpaper.
The baseboard is covered with copper or
aluminium foil or thin sheet metal. If you

them. short-circuit
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As the tuning condenser must be turned
very slowly on short waves it is essential
to have a good slow-motion dial. These
are usually expensive items but it should
be possible to find one, perhaps of older
pattern or ex -Government, which would

be suitable. Do not forget that the dial
must be of correct size to fit the spindle of
the variable condenser you are using. The
reaction condenser does not need a slow-

motion dial, but it is an added aid to
careful handling of this control, which
must be brought carefully up to oscillation

point and held there as the tuning dial is

slowly rotated. You will soon find the
knack of using the receiver and must not
be disappointed if you cannot at first find
any short-wave stations. Short-wave conditions

are very variable and change
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almost from hour to hour, but once you
have mastered the art of handling the set,
and given good conditions, the stations
should roll in.
An Additional Valve

You can make this into a three -valve
set later, if you wish, by adding another
LF stage of exactly the same pattern as

the present one. There is room on the
baseboard for it. The pentode output valve

would move up into the third position
remaining as output valve, and an HL2
valve would be required for the middle
position.
If you build this as a mains receiver, take
especial care with the wiring -up and con-

nexions. Remember you must NOT use
H T+

iv)2utpub
C.17

-1" C.15
6.3 v

HT-

I

Fig. 34 A Mains Short -Wave Set

C.1, C.2. 00015 variable two -gang capacitor
Bandspread Capacitor 15/20 mmfd. may be
fitted across C.2
C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8. 001 mfd. decoupling capacitor
C.3. 1 mfd. decoupling capacitor
C.4 .0001 mfd. reaction variable capacitor
C.9 0001 mfd. grid condenser.
C.10. 30 mmfd. trimmer.
C.11, C.14, C.16, .001 mfd. decoupling capacitor
C.12, C.13..1 mfd. decoupling capacitor
C.15.
C.17.

8

.01

output capacitor

R.I. 33 to 150 ohms
R.2.
R.3.
R.4.
R.5.
R.6.
R.7.
R.8.

47,000 ohms
50,000
10,000
10,000
22,000

47 kilo -ohms (47,000)
2.2 megohms

Coils may be plug-in types by Eddystone, Denco or
Raymart
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